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1/ SHOOTING AND EDITING:
An AFP video is called 'images and soundbites'.  As its names suggests,  it's  about 

sending soundbites (cut and chosen) and images (edited in sequences). The video can then used 
by TV channels for various purposes.

If possible, images must be shot:

- 16/9 format

- interlaced

- HD: 1920/1080 DPI, 50i

Images must be shot as much as possible with a tripod, with the correct white balance. 
They must be done in collaboration with the AFP bureau (which must be copied in all emails).

Despite their names, 'images and soundbites' are edited with the soundbites first and 
then the images (see sequence in 1.2 IMAGES)

1.1 / SOUNDBITES:
The idea is to keep a few soundbites (4 or so depending on the story) with the major 

quotes, from one or various interviewees. Soundbites must be, as much as possible, the same as 
the ones in the AFP text story. They must be informative, related to the story, direct and self-
sufficient (cannot be cut in the middle of a sentence). Soundbites must last between 15 and 25 
seconds. They can be shorter (eg. a voxpop) or longer (if it is not possible to cut the sentence). In 
the edit, they must be separated by a short gap as seen in the picture.

Example of a soundbites sequence:



FRAMING SOUNDBITES:

Some space must be kept under the face of the interviewee (to let TV channels add 
their names and titles). Framing a soundbite must follow a very important rule: if the interviewee is 
looking left, he/she must be framed on the right side of the screen, if the interviewee is looking 
right, he/she must be framed on the left side of the screen. It is good to vary from left to right 
between different interviewees. The eyes of the interviewee must be framed at the top third of the 
picture.

Framing for soundbites can vary from wider to closer depending on the context, but a 
background that illustrates the story is highly recommended (as seen in the following image). 

ATTENTION: Except when there are many microphones in front of the interviewee (eg at a press 
conference), the AFP correspondent must not show the microphone in the picture.

Framing on the right:

Framing on the left:



1.2 / IMAGES:
Images must be edited in sequences, with various types of shots: close ups, mid shots 

and wide shots. Each shot should be about 3 seconds long (except if only one shot per sequence). 
Edited images must last at least one minute and can last longer, up to 2 min 30 sec if necessary 
(and if the internet connection is good enough). 

Attention: No close ups on dead people's faces

Example of an edited sequence on Final Cut Pro for and images and soundbites:

SOUND:

At the end of the edit, the sound must be centered. 

For soundbites, only the external mic track must be kept and sound must peak at – 18 db.

For the images, only one track must be kept and centered too. It must peak at – 30 db.

                                   SOUNDBITES                                           IMAGES



EXAMPLE OF A SEQUENCE 1 (troops review at an Ivorian military camp):

Shot 1 (wide): preparation

Shot 2 (close up): waiting the chief

Shot 3 (wide): chief arrival

Shot 4 (close up): chief's speech

Shot 5 (wide): speech ending



EXAMPLE OF A SEQUENCE 2 (speech of two heads of state):

Shot 1 (close up)

Shot 2 (mid shot)

Shot 3 (wide shot)

Shot 4 (mid shot)

Shot 4 still (mid shot): shaking hands after the speech



2/ FINAL FILE:
Images and soundbites must be exported in .mov or .mp4 (to be smaller) to facilitate 

the transmission. It can be sent in two different files if the internet connection is slow (eg images in 
one  file  and  soundbites  in  the  other).  This  must  be  written  in  the  dopesheet  (See  2.2 
DOPESHEET).

2.1/ FILING IMAGES AND SOUNDBITES:
If possible, images and soundbites must be filed via FTP. They can be split in two or 

three different files to facilitate the transmission (if the internet is slow). An easy and free FTP 
program is CYBER DUCK.

Link to download (for free) Cyber Duck for Mac:

http://cyberduck.en.softonic.com/mac

Link to download (for free) Cyber Duck for PC:

http://cyberduck.ch/

Once  Cyber  Duck  has  been  installed  on  the  computer,  the  journalist  must  click  on  'open 
connection' to connect the AFP server. He/she must use the following codes:

ftp://158.50.208.79
Login: AFRICA_COLLECT (case sensitive)
password: 9lwcuv1n

http://www.01net.com/telecharger/mac/Internet/fiches/30664.html
ftp://158.50.208.79/
http://www.clubic.com/telecharger-fiche376798-cyberduck.html


Enter the codes in Cyber Duck:

Once the connection is made, the file must be copied into the FTP folder. Then the transmission 
starts...



2.2 / DOPESHEET:
Once the transmission is complete, a detailed dopesheet must be sent quickly to the video desk in 
London at ldn.video@afp.com. When filing images after 2000 GMT, the dopesheet must be sent to 
handover.video@afp.com

DOPESHEET MODEL (to follow exactly):

File: 2003BISSAUOPPOSITION.mp4
Size: xx.x MB
Folder: AFRICA-COLLECT, serveur .79

journalist:
First Name / Last name

CUE:

Guinea-Bissau's opposition demanded Tuesday the cancellation of a presidential poll they charge 
was a sham, further stoking fears of trouble in the coup-prone state after a high-level 
assassination. Images and soundbites

HEADLINE:

Opposition wants 'fraud-riddled' G.Bissau vote cancelled

SOURCE: AFPTV

SYNTHE

Augusto Gomes (man), candidate Rosa spokesman

SHOTLIST:

BISSAU, MARCH 20, 2012, SOURCE: AFPTV

SOUNDBITE 1, Augusto Gomes (man), candidate Rosa spokesman (French, 11 sec):"We 
have irregularities and those irregularities are unanimous to all candidates."

SOUNDBITE 2, Augusto Gomes (man), candidate Rosa spokesman (French, 16 sec):"Some 
frauds have been prepared and executed and the most problematic is that those operations 
have been happening in government departments."

SOUNDBITE 3, Augusto Gomes (man), candidate Rosa spokesman (French, 17 sec):"We 
were expecting free, transparent and credible elections. What we have seen is that they 
happened with very grave frauds."

VAR of the press conference

WS of candidate Kumba Yalla arriving

WS of candidate Manuel Serifo Nhamadjo arriving 

VAR of the candidates of the opposition



3/ CONTACTS:

Desk in London:

email:   ldn.video  @afp.com  
tel: 00442070108550 (Ask for video desk)

Head of video for Europe and Africa: 
Christine Buhagiar
email: christine.buhagiar@afp.com

West Africa:

Quentin Leboucher in Abidjan

email:   quentin.leboucher@afp.com  
tel: 0022509300523

Southern Africa:

Claire Price in Johannesburg

email:   claire.price@afp.com  
tel: 0027845032086

East Africa:

William Davies in Nairobi

email:   william.davies@afp.com  
tel: 00254 700 72 08 68
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